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Doldrums After the Storm
The Highland Investment Working Group reaffirmed our neutral stance in
early October. Our Highland Diffusion Index (HDI) framework is increasingly
constructive on the outlook for risk assets. However, drivers beyond the scope
of that framework, including overlapping election and vaccine trial timelines,
could lead to elevated volatility near term. In light of these risks, we’re
recommending staying close to policy allocation targets for now.
Our most recent HDI reading confirmed the improving environment for risk
assets.
•

•

•

Employment indicators remained positive as the labor market continued
to heal. The employment picture still leaves much to be desired. According
to the September payrolls report, even after several months of seven-figure
jobs gains, U.S. payrolls have declined by almost 10 million year over year.
Moreover, much of the recovery in payrolls has come from furloughed
workers returning to work. Meanwhile, the number of Americans telling
surveyors they have permanently lost their jobs continues to grow. We
believe the labor market recovery may be slowing with unemployment
around 8%. However, it shows no signs of reversing.
A few of our leading economic indicators shifted into positive territory.
Most notably, manufacturing orders and building permits climbed above
their three-year trends. Moreover, weekly indicators like Redbook same
store sales, federal tax withholdings, and railroad traffic, which tend to
anticipate shifts in these more traditional economic series, showed strong
momentum into October. Based on that momentum, we anticipate the
economic strength indicators we follow for our HDI could continue to
improve from here.
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Market indicators, including credit spreads and equity market momentum,
remained in positive territory. Meanwhile, our monetary policy and yield
curve indicators remained constructive.
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One of our higher conviction calls is our overweight to the U.S. within clients’ equity portfolios. We moved to that
tactical overweight in 2018. That positioning has been a material contributor to returns since inception. The case
for that domestic tilt remains strong today:
•

Our U.S. vs. International relative strength indicator continues to favor a U.S. tilt. We use that tool to capture
shifts in regional leadership. It has done a good job of helping us position for multiyear performance trends.

•

The U.S. economic recovery is outpacing the recovery across most G7 nations. Much of this comes down to
the eurozone’s underwhelming response to this crisis. We saw a lot of optimism earlier this year that Europe
was moving past the fiscal and monetary coordination problems that hamstrung growth on the continent
over the last decade. However, as elements of the EU recovery fund are tied up in Brussels, that optimism is
waning.

•

A second wave of COVID infections is driving new restrictions across Europe. This could weigh on international
developed markets, which are largely made up of EU and UK issuers.

Our relative strength indicator, recent macro fundamentals, and growth prospects all favor the U.S. over
international equities. Therefore, we continue to see additional upside from that regional tilt.
The market dislocation earlier this year presented investors with tactical opportunities to add exposure to
structured credit, high yield bonds, and REITs. While those are still priorities today, we’re increasingly looking
beyond the tactical opportunity set to re-underwrite the assumptions that drive our longer-term strategic portfolio
allocations.
Today, allocators confront a challenging environment. High equity valuations and low bond yields imply
underwhelming long-term return prospects for those core portfolio building blocks. This outlook could require
allocators to think outside the box, adding new strategic allocations, reexamining the returns they’re earning in
illiquid investments, and repositioning within existing asset classes in order to meet portfolio goals.
As we flagged in our July Asset Allocation Note, we believe real assets could be part of that solution. They should
generate healthy total returns while insulating investors from inflation risk. Moreover, we have identified a
couple themes, including diversifying into non-core property types, which we believe will be key for real asset
investors over the next cycle.
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I M P O R T A N T D I S C L O S U R E S : Highland Associates, Inc. (“Highland”) and FSA Investment Group, LLC (“FSA-IG”) have entered
into an agreement whereby Highland will support FSA-IG in the areas of asset allocation, capital market research and manager research.
Highland and FSA-IG will collaborate in the construction of model portfolios for FSA-IG’s clients. FSA-IG is solely responsible for the
consulting services and discretionary management of their client portfolios as set forth in the Investment Advisory Agreement by and
between FSA Investment Group, LLC and Highland Associates, Inc.

The information contained herein is provided as of the date first set forth and are the views and opinions of Highland Associates, Inc.
While Highland has tried to provide accurate and timely information, there may be inadvertent technical or factual inaccuracies or
typographical errors. Highland assumes no duty to update any such information for subsequent changes of any kind. This information
is confidential and may not be disseminated without prior written consent from Highland Associates, Inc.
Receipt of this report is intended for FSA Investment Group’s investors and/or their representatives; it is for informational purposes
only, and should not be construed as investment advice or a recommendation by FSA Investment Group, LLC or Highland Associates,
Inc. to purchase or sell any securities or any other financial instrument. Investing involves a high degree of risk, and all investors should
carefully consider their investment objective and the suitability of any investment program. Forward looking statements are based
upon assumptions which may differ materially from actual events. This information should not be relied upon in making an investment
decision.
This portfolio commentary is provided for informational purposes only and may contain forward-looking statements that may not come
to pass. All information is subject to change without notice and should not be relied upon for any investment decision. This writing is
provided for the sole use of its intended recipient and may not be distributed to any unauthorized third parties without the prior written
approval of FSA Investment Group. Investing involves the risk of loss, including the potential loss of principal, and past performance may
not be indicative of future results. There can be no assurance that any investment strategy will provide profitable or that any asset class
will achieve the return expectations set forth above. Please contact FSA Investment Group if you have questions about this commentary
and refer to the account statements generated by your custodian for official account data.
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
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